
EASY SMALL
Business Marketing

STRATEGY



Bulk Design & Bulk Schedule
Define 1-3 Platforms
Clarify Your Goal
Identify Your Budget
Practice Consistency

Organize Your Overwhelm



Brainstorm 15-20 days of copy
Design 15-20 Graphic Templates
Schedule 1-2 Days to Bulk Schedule

Bulk Design & Bulk Schedule
 

      (estimate 4 hours to bulk schedule)

STEP ONE



About your brand
Industry Fact
Behind the Scenes
Newsletter Call to Action
Social Media Call to Action
Lesson Learned (Process)
Service or Product Hacks
How To Use Product / Service
Testimonials
Special Event
Discount or Sale

Examples of Recyclable Copy



Re-use branding photos every 20-30 days
Utilize large titles on designs to showcase what the 
copy is going to say
Use plain photos intermixed with tiles containing 
short text
Make small changes each month but keep designs 
the same for convenience + branding consistency
Don't strive for perfections
DO strive for consistency

How to Simplify Posts (on any platform):

Feed Credit: SocialSam (@_socialsam_)

Feed Credit: Tanya.Val

https://www.instagram.com/_socialsam_/
https://www.instagram.com/_socialsam_/


STEP TWO

Do you want social credibility?
Do you want new, qualified leads?
Do you want to build an email list?

Clarify Your Goal
 

Focus on one goal at a time. Over time, these goals build upon each
other to create less work. For example, a webinar can be used to get 
new leads, build an email list, and recycle as posts on social media.



Collaborate with other 
accounts in your industry to 
leverage audiences
Use media distribution to 
generate awareness and work 
toward the "blue checkmark"
Automate socials to allow 
more time for engagement

Social Credibility

This can be done with 
combination marketing 
techniques:



Qualified Leads

Generating new leads requires a different 
marketing approach that can involve paid 
advertising with a well-done funnel and lead 
capture form. Save money by utilizing free 
versions on platforms like Google Forms 
(lead capture), Mailchimp (email subscribers), 
and Oncehub (appointments)

There are many ways to create a seamless 
funnel for very little up front costs for 
entrepreneurs on a bootstrapped budget.

Use webinars hosted on YouTube (unlisted) 
and leverage any testimonials for your brand 
that you have already captured.



Offering FREE Digital Download
Funneling to Webinar with Call to Action
Offering Sale or Discounts
Offer other incentives like Birthday & 
Anniversary emails to celebrate your 
customers
Developing a free community on social 
media and ask for optional emails when 
visitors request to join (Facebook groups 
are popular for this)
Asking visitors to opt-in for exclusive 
content, and make sure it is truly exclusive

Build an Email List by:



STEP THREE

Create a "marketing budget"
Utilize the 30-30-40 rule
Keep an eye on long-term goals

Identify Your Budget
 



What can you afford to 
contribute each month?

Are you bootstrapping or can
you pull from existing revenue?

Is this a comfortable amount for 
you to sustain over 3 - 6 
months?

Figure Out Your Bottom Line



30% of your budget will go to automating 
your socials. This includes apps like Canva, 
Loomly (scheduler), and Copy AI - 
anything that you plan to use for help 
automating your social media

30% should go to paid advertising 
campaigns. This can be micro-campaigns 
as little as $5 per day, or boosted posts & 
stories

40% should go toward a savings fund to 
purchase larger marketing campaigns such 
as magazine features, commercials, print 
opportunities, and event sponsorships

Breakdown



Practice Consistency

Your budget and strategy should be 
enough to alleviate pressure from your 
taskings, but small enough to maintain over 
a long period of time

Plan for a 30, 60, 90 day analysis of your 
campaigns and growth to identify areas that 
need adjusting.

Bigger companies may update bids each 
day or multiple times per day with a 
dedicated marketing team - but small 
businesses need a strategy less demanding.



This is a simple 1-2-3 strategy for 
entrepreneurs and small business owners 
operating solo or with a bootstrapped 
budget. This is not the same strategy 

medium to large companies use, as they 
can afford dedicated marketing teams. 

REMEMBER



That being said,
Your small business marketing strategy will 
change and grow over time to 
accommodate new needs.

Alleviate To-Do Tasks for 
entrepreneurs that are 
overwhelmed with social 
media and marketing
Allow consistency for small, 
incremental growth

This proposed strategy is designed 
for TWO reasons:



Drive Traffic
Generate Leads
Increase Brand Awareness

Marketing strategies for small 
businesses are used for THREE reasons.



Reduce the Overwhelm

By simplifying your marketing strategy 
so that you can focus on the business, 
and nurturing new customers.

As your business grows, so will your 
marketing and nurture systems.



Did I miss anything?
 

What would you suggest for small 
business entrepreneurs feeling 
overwhelmed by "marketing"?

WHAT DO 
YOU 
THINK?



Locale Marketing


